
This presentation describes an overview for IBM Worklight, a new 

product offering an open platform to assist customers deliver existing and 

new mobile applications to multiple devices. It is an important piece of 

IBM's mobility strategy, helping clients dramatically reduce mobile 

application time to market, cost and complexity. Additionally, by enabling 

organizations to only develop and integrate these applications once, for 

any platform, it frees up time, resources and skills to focus on other 

business opportunities. 



With billions of subscribers worldwide, organizations around the globe are 

realizing the business potential of mobile applications. Whether 

customers or employees, access to on-the-go data and services holds 

the promise to increased revenues, enhanced productivity and lower cost 

of operation.



Many organizations are quickly learning that harnessing the power of 

smart phones can be a challenging and costly undertaking. With no clear 

leader in the mobile landscape, reaching all the end users means 

developing apps for multiple operating systems, each with unique tools, 

features and necessary skills.



Connecting the app to backend systems presents multiple hurdles around 

security, authentication and scalability. As organizations mobilize more 

lines of business, controlling multiple applications in the wild and 

managing their ongoing performance can bring any IT department to their 

knees.



The IBM Worklight mobile platform is designed to overcome these 

challenges and address all the mobile needs of the developers and IT 

professionals within an organization. IBM Worklight delivers the highest 

levels of developer productivity, enterprise delivery and dynamic control.



The Worklight Studio is a powerful development environment that 

integrates all the tools required to build rich external and internal facing 

applications. As the world’s first multiplatform hybrid coding IDE, the 

Studio lets users build applications using purely native or open standard 

technologies such as HTML5 as well as benefit from combining both in a 

single app. Coupled with its optimization framework and third party 

integration capacity, the Studio delivers unlimited application capabilities 

that maximize user experience while drastically reducing development 

costs, time to market and ongoing management effort.



The IBM Worklight platform is designed to seamlessly integrate into the 

enterprise environment, leveraging its existing resources and adhere to 

the strictest security requirements of the organization. The platform 

channels back-end systems to the end-user, retrieves and updates data 

from multiple sources, and supports transactional capabilities as well as 

the invocation of different services and applications.



The IBM Worklight integration layer also includes a uniform push 

notifications infrastructure that enables the transmission of alerts 

originating from back end systems to a variety of mobile devices from one 

centralized interface. This eliminates the need to design and develop 

solutions unique to several different notification systems.



IBM Worklight plays a critical role in the ongoing management of 

deployed apps. Through its administrative console, users can monitor the 

system’s components and remotely disable any deployed application 

based on preset rules such as version and device type. When making 

changes in a deployment, custom user messages can be entered and 

delivered as push notification messages to end-users.



IBM Worklight collects user statistics from running apps, exportable for 

analysis by business intelligence and reporting tools.



The future of business Is Mobile and IBM Worklight will take you there.




